One important problem in target advertising and viral marketing on online social networking sites is the efficient identification of communities with common interests in large social networks. Existing methods involve large scale community detection on the entire social network before determining the interests of individuals within these communities. This approach is both computationally intensive and may result in communities without a common interest. We propose an efficient approach for detecting communities that share common interests on Twitter. Our approach involves first identifying celebrities that are representative of an interest category before detecting communities based on linkages among followers of these celebrities. We also study the characteristics of these communities and the effects of deepening or specialization of interest.
INTRODUCTION
Twitter is a popular micro-blogging service that allows messages of up to 140 characters (called tweets) to be posted and received by registered users. Tweets form the basis of social interactions in Twitter where a user is kept updated of the tweets of someone he/she is following. The popularity of Twitter is seen from its daily usage of 200 million tweets, as of 1st Aug 2011 [18] . The popularity of Twitter and availability of data have created plenty of interest in its academic study in recent years [2, 9, 15] .
Our study offers a method to identify communities comprising like-minded individuals with common interests on Twitter. This method differs from existing ones that first detect all communities, followed by identifying the topics they are interested in [5, 10] . Also, our method does not unnecessarily detect communities that do not share any specific interest. Instead, our method allows for the efficient detection of only communities sharing a common interest and can be applied to target advertising and viral marketing. In addition, our method is able to detect communities at different levels of interest. As far as we are aware, there has been no prior study on the detection of communities with common interest on Twitter.
Our main contributions in this paper include the following:
• An efficient approach for detecting Twitter communities that share common interest.
• A study of the characteristics of Twitter communities that share common interests.
• An investigation into the effects of deepening or specialization of interest on these communities.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 covers background information on Twitter; Section 3 covers related work in the field; Section 4 describes our data and methods; Section 5 highlights our findings on community detection based on common interests; Section 6 investigates the effects of deepening or specialization of interest on these communities; and Section 7 summarizes and concludes the paper.
DESCRIPTION OF TWITTER
Twitter allows registered users to post and receive messages of up to 140 characters. These messages are called tweets and they can be posted via the Twitter website, short messaging services or third party applications. Tweets form the basis of social interactions in Twitter where a user is kept updated of the tweets of someone he/she is following. A user can also forward the tweets of others to another user, which is called retweeting. In addition, users can @mention each other in their tweets (via @username) or #hashtag keywords or topics for easy search by others (via #topic).
Twitter also provides an Application Programming Interface (API) with the functionality to collect data such as user profiles, linkages among users, tweets, retweets and @mentions [17] . This API allows developers to create applications for Twitter and researchers to study the characteristics of an online social network from the individual to community level. Currently, there is an hourly rate limit on the number of API calls that can be executed.
RELATED WORK
Social networks have been intensively studied in recent years due to the availability and scale of online social networks. One such study resulted in the LikeMiner system which identifies popular topics on online social networks based on the explicit "likes" indicated by users [6] . LikeMiner is then able to predict the interests of a user based on the interests of his/her friends. Our approach differs from this system as we infer interest based on a user's followings instead of requiring the explicit "like" by a user. More importantly, the LikeMiner system identifies individuals whereas our approach identifies communities with common interests.
Similarly, the Friendship and Interest Propagation (FIP) model identifies interests of an individual and potential friendship links with other users [19] . FIP determines the interests of an individual user based on the interests of his/her friends and recommends friends based on those sharing similar interests. The main difference with our method is that we identify an entire community sharing a common interest whereas the FIP model identifies an individual user's interest and recommends friendships. Also, this study was conducted on Yahoo! Pulse 1 whereas ours is based on Twitter. Furthermore, interests are explicitly stated for the FIP model whereas our model implicitly infer interests based on a user's followings.
In their study of Twitter, Java et al. used the Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search algorithm to detect communities based on a set of hubs and authority, and the Clique Percolation Method to detect overlapping communities on Twitter [5] . Through tweet analysis, they found that such communities share common interest, which are further divided into formal and informal ones. The difference with our approach is that we do not detect all communities then determine their interest but rather, focus directly only on communities sharing specific interests that we are interested in.
Li et al. proposed the TTR-LDA community detection algorithm using the Latent Dirichlet Allocation model and Girvan-Newman algorithm with an inference mechanism for topic distribution [10] . They used the TTR-LDA algorithm to detect communities among the top 50,000 taggers in Delicious 2 , determine interest topics of the communities and model the temporal evolution of these topics. They observed that communities share common interests which divide into defined sub-categories over time. Similar to Java et al., they detect all communities first before determining their interest. Also, their data is based on only the top users of Delicious whereas ours is based on the full dataset of Twitter.
Using BibSonomy
3 , Atzmueller and Mitzlaff demonstrated an approach for mining communities with common descriptive features [1] . This approach integrates a database (of user attributes) and topological graph (of user links) into a dataset comprising only links connecting two users with the same attribute. Communities are then detected based on the desired attribute using this new collection of links. While this approach can be applied to detect communities with common interest, our method is able to detect communities with varying levels of interest. Furthermore, our method implicitly infer a user's interests based on his/her followings while Atzmueller and Mitzlaff build user attributes using explicit tags on BibSonomy.
DATASET AND METHODS
The Twitter dataset collected by Kwak et al. [9] is used for our experimentations. This dataset was collected from 6th to 31st June 2009, comprising 41.7 million Twitter users, 1.47 billion links, and the profiles of users with more than 10,000 followers. Kwak et al. have made the dataset publicly available at [8] .
We model the Twitter social network as a directed graph, G = (U, L) where U refers to the set of users and L refers to the set of links. A followership link (i, j) ∈ L indicates that user i ∈ U is a follower of user j ∈ U , while a friendship link F r i,j indicates (i, j) = (j, i). We classify a Twitter user as a celebrity if he/she has more than 10,000 followers.
The interest of a user in a category cat, Int cat is inferred by the number of celebrities (of category cat) that the user follows. Although Int cat represents the interest level of a user in a category, this metric is subjective due to the celebrities selected. The accuracy of Int cat is dependent on the correct classification of celebrities into their respective categories, which is subjective as some celebrities loosely belong to multiple categories (e.g. a singer that has starred in some movies). We minimize this subjective judgment by using information on Wikipedia 4 to classify these celebrities into their respective categories. On the Wikipedia page of a celebrity, there is an "occupation" field which we use to determine the categories this celebrity belong to. Thus, this process minimizes the chances of classifying celebrities into the wrong category. Our next step is to retrieve the set of Twitter users who follow all celebrities in a given category. Suppose we identify a set of k celebrities c 1, c2, ..., c k . We next identify all the followership links for the individual celebrities in this set. Consider celebrity c j , 1 j k, and all the followership links for this celebrity i link(i, cj). We construct the set:
P is the set of fans who follow all the k celebrities in the set cj, for 1 j k. We consider only friendship links (among Set P) for community detection as friendship links are stronger and more reflective of real-life interactions. Using this set of friendship links (which corresponds to an undirected graph), we try to detect communities among the members of P next using the Clique Percolation Method (CPM) developed by Palla et al. [14] . The CPM defines a community as one with a series of adjacent k-cliques, where a k-clique comprises k nodes that are interconnected. We first identify all k-cliques in the network and connect them if they are adjacent. Two k-cliques are adjacent if they share (k − 1) common nodes. This procedure of connecting k-cliques continues iteratively until no adjacent k-cliques can be found. The result is a series of communities formed based on the k-cliques and adjacency criteria. For our experiments, we use CPM with a k-value of 3 as this produces the best results in detecting communities compared to other k-values.
Similarly, we also detect communities among the members of P next using the Infomap algorithm by Rosvall and Bergstrom [16] . Infomap approaches community detection as a coding or compression problem where the network graph can be compressed to retain its key structures. These key structures represent communities or clusters that are found within the network graph. Infomap uses random walks on the network graph to analyze information flow where the random walker is more likely to traverse within a cluster of nodes belonging to the same community. Using both CPM and Infomap show that our proposed method produces results that are independent of the chosen community detection algorithm and their unique characteristics.
We first study community detection and structure among individuals with a common interest in Section 5. We infer the interest of users based on the celebrities followed as users are unable to explicitly state their interests in Twitter. For this purpose, we identified six celebrities for each interest category, resulting in a total of 30 celebrities covering five categories. As a control group, we randomly chose 200,858 users to represent the group with no shared interest. This control group allows us to compare the community structure of users with no common interest against users with a shared interest.
Next, we further examine how the deepening and specialization of interest affects community structure in Section 6. For this purpose, we compare communities with varying levels of interest in the specialized Country Music category against the general Music category. We selected seven winners of the Country Music Awards 
INVESTIGATING COMMON INTERESTS
The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines a community as "a group of people with a common characteristic or interest living together within a larger society" [12] . Building on this definition, we propose a community detection approach based on individuals sharing common interests. We evaluate our approach by comparing the detected communities (with common interest) to our control group comprising communities with no common interest. This comparison shows that our approach of community detection based on common interests results in larger and more cohesive communities.
For our study, we selected Film & TV, Music, Hosting, News and Blogging as categories of interest due to their popularity. These categories are selected by first identifying the top 100 celebrities based on their number of followers. Next, we used information on Google 6 and Wikipedia to determine the various categories these celebrities belong to. Following which, we build a list of categories based on the frequency of celebrities belonging to a category. Fig. 1 shows the popular categories in Twitter and we selected the five most popular categories among them. 7 For each category, we se- (11) Hosting (8) News (7) Blogging (7) Commerce (7) Politics (4) Comedian (4) Sports (4) Author (4) Journalist (3) Entrepreneur (3) Twitter (3) Government (2) Model (2) Magazine (2) F&B (1) Medicine (1) Film Maker (1) Gaming (1) Comics ( Table 1. 8 Also, a celebrity may belong to multiple categories (e.g. Miley Cyrus belongs to both the Music and Film & TV categories). 
Communities with Common Interests
The next step of our community detection approach involves identifying individuals with common interests, where the interest of a user Int cat is derived from the number of celebrities of category cat followed by the user. We now retrieve the list of users with Int cat > 1, for cat ∈ {F ilm&T V, M usic, Hosting, N ews, Blogging}. A summary of users with Int cat > 1 is shown in [2, 9] . This shows that reciprocality among users with common interests is similar to reciprocality among the general population.
Next, we use the CPM and Infomap to detect communities among users with Int cat = 6, for cat ∈ {F ilm&T V, Music, Hosting, Similarly, we detect communities among our control group comprising users with no common interest. We now compare the communities with common interests against the control group (i.e. community with no common interest) in terms of the total number of communities, size of largest community, and average community size as shown in Fig. 3, 4 and 5 respectively. Fig. 3 and 4 show that users with common interests form more and larger communities than users without a common interest in the control group, regardless of whether CPM or Infomap was used. This is also despite the fact that the control group has a larger population of 200,858 users compared to users with a common interest, which ranges from 29,092 users (Int Music = 6) to 109,779 users (Int News = 6). Similarly, users with common interests form larger communities on average as shown in Fig. 5 . The exception is the News category detected using CPM as many cliques of three nodes were detected as communities thus decreasing the average community size. However, our focus is on the largest community detected as this provides the most benefit for any application of target advertising and viral marketing.
The k-value chosen for CPM affects the number and size of communities detected but in all cases, we detect larger and more communities for users with a common interest compared to users without a common interest (given the same k-values). We were able to detect communities at k-values of up to 25 for the News category and we could also detect communities at k-values of 9 or higher for the other categories. For the control group, we were unable to detect any communities at k-values higher than 6 which further proves that users with common interest form larger and more communities than users with no common interest. While the k-values affects community detection, this observation shows that our approach performs better than the control experiment given the same k-values.
Users with common interests also form communities that are more cohesive than those without common interest. Table 3 shows this trend where the communities with common interest have a higher clustering coefficient than our control group with no common interest, except the Hosting and News categories. However, users interested in Hosting and News have a higher average degree of links which shows that these users are better connected than users in the control group.
These results show that our community detection approach finds communities that are both larger and more cohesive. More importantly, our approach efficiently detects communities with common interests without the need to perform large scale community detection on the entire social network. Thus, our approach is less computationally intensive and compares favourably to existing approaches that detect all communities then identify the interests of the communities [5, 10] . These results are also supported by observations of other authors that people with similar interests are more likely to be friends than those with dissimilar interests [3, 19] .
SPECIALIZATION AND DEEPENING OF INTERESTS
Communities that share the same set of interests are likely to be more connected [10, 20] and interact on a more frequent basis [15] . As an extension of that argument, we show that users sharing a specialized interest form a more tightly-coupled community than users sharing a general interest. We show this by comparing users interested in the specialized category of Country Music against users interested in the general category of Music. The control group is the users interested in general Music category as discussed in Section 5. The celebrities representing the Country Music category are seven Country Music singers who have won various awards at the Country Music Awards between 2001 to 2008 and have more than 10,000 followers. These celebrities (representing the Country Music category) are listed in Table 4 . Similar to Section 5, we used both CPM and Infomap to detect communities among users with Int Country > 1. 9 Due to the smaller population of users following Country Music singers, the 9 We do not detect for users with IntCountry = 1 as this would . We first focus on users with the most interest in Country Music, Int Country = 7. For this user group, we detected five communities comprising 23 distinct users as shown in Fig. 6 . The five communities are differentiated by nodes that are coloured green, orange, blue, yellow and purple. The grey nodes represent users that belong to multiple communities and serve as middlemen connecting the various communities. We also observed similar trends in the communities detected by Infomap.
Effects of Interest Specialization
In this section, we investigate the changes in community formation as users specialize in their common interest (i.e. specializing in Country Music from the general Music category). To provide a relative comparison among users with Int Music = 6 and Int Country = x, f or 2 ≤ x ≤ 7, we normalize the results by the number of users in each respective group. This gives us an accurate representation of the community characteristics of each interest group without the biases of the base population size (e.g. 800 users with Int Country = 6 compared to 29,092 users with Int Music = 6).
The average size of communities indicates the likeliness of large communities being formed among users with common interests. This allows us to compare if users with specialized interests form larger communities than users with a general interest. Comparing two user groups with the same level of interest in different categories (i.e. Int Music = 6 and IntCountry = 6), we observe that the normalized average community size of the Int Country = 6 mean all fans of any celebrity and this user group would not be meaningful for detecting communities with common interest. group is 23 and 28 times larger than the Int Music = 6 group using CPM and Infomap respectively, as shown in Fig. 7 . This result shows that users sharing the same level of interest form larger communities if that interest is more specialized.
Even among users with a lower level of interest in a specialized category, they are more likely to form larger communities on average compared to users with a higher level of interest in a general category. Fig. 7 shows that users with a lower interest in the specialized Country Music category (Int Country = 3) have a normalized average community size that is up to two times larger than that of users with more interest in the general Music category (Int Music = 6). Communities comprising users with a specialized interest are also more cohesive and well-connected than those with a more general interest. Table 5 best illustrates this where users with a specialized interest in Country Music form communities with a shorter average path length and diameter but higher clustering coefficient compared to those with a general interest in Music. In addition, users with Int Country = 6 displayed a higher reciprocality of 20.1% compared to 18.2% for users with Int Music = 6. 
Effects of Interest Deepening
Next, we investigate the changes in communities as their interest in a category grows deeper, which is indicated by an increasing Int cat value. Specifically, we report on the changes in number of communities, community size, clustering coefficient and path length among users as their interest deepens. The size and number of communities shows how likely users with common interests form communities while clustering coefficient and path length gives an indication of connectedness within the communities.
An increase in interest level among users corresponds to an increase in their average community size. Fig. 7 shows an increasing average community size with increasing Int Country values. This result supports our original observation that communities are more likely to be formed among like-minded individuals. In addition, the average size and number of communities formed increases as the interest level of the users increases.
Communities comprising users with a common interest get more tightly coupled as their level of interest increases. Fig. 8 shows a gradual increase in clustering coefficient among the largest communities with increasing Int Country values. While the average clustering coefficient of all communities remains relatively constant (from Int Country = 2 to IntCountry = 6), this is due to the large number of small cliques detected at low Int Country values which increases the average clustering coefficient significantly. For example, out of 539 communities detected (with Int Country = 2), 397 communities are cliques of three users thus having a clustering coefficient of one. At higher Int Country values, less of such cliques are detected thus they have less influence on the average clustering coefficient. We are most interested in the largest community (which shows an increasing clustering coefficient) as this community has the most potential for target advertising and viral marketing due to its size and cohesiveness. Fig. 9 shows an average path length of 1.7 to 3.0 hops within the largest communities at varying values of Int Country , illustrating that users sharing common interests form communities that are better connected. This compares well with Milgram's "six degrees of separation" which states that everyone is connected by six hops of acquaintances [13] . Although we compare average path length of communities and not the entire population, the largest community for Int Country = 2 comprising 3,725 users still shows a short average path length of three hops.
These experiments show that an increasing level of interest in a category correlates with detecting larger communities on average, higher clustering coefficient and shorter path lengths. This observation supports our initial claim that a community becomes more cohesive and tightly-coupled as its users share a deeper level of interest in a category.
The detected communities also display the characteristics of scalefree networks as shown in Fig. 10 and 11 , which plots the Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function of the degree distribu- Upon closer examination, we observe that many individuals with large degree distribution are also country music artists but with less fans than the celebrities we have chosen. The fact that there are other minor country singers among these communities shows that our method effectively detects communities comprising users with a common interest. Using the Twitter API [17] , we retrieved the profiles of 1,164 users (with Int Country = 2), the remaining user profiles could not be retrieved due to locked or inactive accounts. Examining the retrieved user profiles, we observed that more than 7.7% of these users are from Nashville, Tennessee, a town that is closely associated with country music and hosts the annual Country Music Association Music Festival.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a method to efficiently detect communities comprising individuals with common interests for applications in target advertising and viral marketing. Our method was not developed to detect all communities on Twitter. Instead, it detects communities that are larger, more cohesive and only comprise users that share a common interest. As Twitter has no explicit options for users to state their interest, we derived a measurement of interest based on the number of celebrities in an interest category that the user follows. Given the large scale and growth rate of Twitter, our method is very scalable for identifying communities sharing common interests as it only requires topological information.
In addition, this method can also be applied to other online social networking sites by adapting to the unique characteristics of each site and their representations of celebrities and links. For example, in Facebook 10 , celebrities could be defined as the respective Facebook pages of these celebrities and followership links as the individual user "likes" on these pages. Thereafter, our method could be applied as described in the paper using these Facebook pages (celebrities) and user "likes" (followership links).
From a sociology perspective, we also studied the characteristics among users with a common interest compared to users without a shared interest, particularly in the way they form communities and the structure of these communities. Also, we observed how their community structures become more connected and cohesive with deepening interest in a given category, as indicated by an increasing clustering coefficient and decreasing path length. These observations along with our proposed method of community detection provide a tool for the implementation of target advertising or viral marketing, especially for products with a niche or specialized audience.
Some future areas that we are working on include the geographical analysis of communities comprising like-minded individuals and temporal analysis to determine the evolution of community structure, specifically the trends of individuals joining and leaving communities. Also, we are working on an automated system where the process of selecting and classifying celebrities into their respective categories is automated using information from Wikipedia. This automated process would overcome our method's main limitation, which is the need to manually select and classify celebrities into their respective categories.
